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Abstract Newcastle disease virus (NDV) can modulate

cancer cell signaling pathway and induce apoptosis in

cancer cells. Cancer cells increase their glycolysis rates to

meet the energy demands for their survival and generate

ATP as the primary energy source for cell growth and

proliferation. Interfering the glycolysis pathway may be a

valuable antitumor strategy. This study aimed to assess the

effect of NDV on the glycolysis pathway in infected breast

cancer cells. Oncolytic NDV attenuated AMHA1 strain

was used in this study. AMJ13 and MCF7 breast cancer

cell lines and a normal embryonic REF cell line were

infected with NDV with different multiplicity of infections

(moi) to determine the IC50 of NDV through MTT assay.

Crystal violet staining was done to study the morphological

changes. NDV apoptosis induction was assessed using AO/

PI assay. NDV interference with the glycolysis pathway

was examined through measuring hexokinase (HK) activ-

ity, pyruvate, and ATP concentrations, and pH levels in

NDV infected and non-infected breast cancer cells and in

normal embryonic cells. The results showed that NDV

replicates efficiently in cancer cells and spare normal cells

and induce morphological changes and apoptosis in breast

cancer cells but not in normal cells. NDV infected cancer

cells showed decreased in the HK activity, pyruvate and

ATP concentrations, and acidity, which reflect a significant

decrease in the glycolysis activity of the NDV infected

tumor cells. No effects on the normal cells were observed.

In conclusion, oncolytic NDV ability to reduce glycolysis

pathway activity in cancer cells can be an exciting module

to improve antitumor therapeutics.
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Introduction

Newcastle disease virus (NDV) is belonging to the genus

Avulavirus of the family Paramyxoviridae. Viruses from

this family are enveloped, nonsegmented, negative-sense

RNA viruses that cause the inflammation of the respiratory

and gastrointestinal tracts in a wide variety of poultry

species [28]. The virulent NDV strain still inducing out-

breaks in different countries, including Iraq, leading to

severe economic damages in the poultry industry [11]; yet,

attenuated and lentogenic NDV has promising antitumor

activity and excellent safety in laboratory animals [26].

The Iraqi NDV strain AMHA1 is an oncolytic virus that is

attenuated strain isolated originally from an outbreak [7].

The NDV induces apoptosis in cancer cells through both

intrinsic and extrinsic pathways [8], causing DNA frag-

mentation and FAS ligand expression [13]. Furthermore,

AMHA1 NDV strain found to induce apoptosis in cancer

cells in caspase-dependent and independent pathways [29].

Oncolytic NDV strain found to interfere with biological
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processes such as angiogenesis in cancer cells and reduce

its expression [5, 6].

Breast cancer cells rely on fermentative glycolysis as

the main source of energy [18]. Increased glycolysis is

the primary source of energy in cancer cells for ATP

generation through the Warburg effect [22]. Cancer cells

mainly produce energy by increasing the rate of glycol-

ysis by 200 times that in their normal cells of origin; the

increment in glycolysis is followed by lactate fermenta-

tion in the cytosol of the cells even if oxygen is plentiful

[2]. Cancer cells are highly proliferative relative to nor-

mal cells and thus require increased ATP to meet their

metabolic demands [16]. Therefore, high energy demands

characterize malignant cells [31]. It is found that Influ-

enza virus-infected non-tumor permissive cells have

substantial changes in glycolysis and general cell meta-

bolism [17]. Thus, it is interesting to assess the effect of

NDV infection on the cancer cell glycolysis pathway and

its interference with the proliferation of breast cancer

cells.

Materials and methods

NDV propagation

The Experimental Therapy Department provided NDV

AMHA1 attenuated strain, Iraqi Center of Cancer and

Medical Genetics Research (ICCMGR), Mustansiriyah

University. A stock of attenuated NDV was propagated in

embryonated chicken eggs (Al-Kindi Company, Baghdad,

Iraq), harvested from allantoic fluid, and then purified from

debris by centrifugation (at 3000 rpm and 4 �C for

30 min). NDV was quantified through the hemagglutina-

tion test, aliquoted, and stored at - 86 �C. Viral titers were
determined through a 50% tissue culture infective dose

(TCID50) titration on Vero cells following the standard

procedure [7].

Cell lines and cell culture

The Cell Bank Unit provided AMJ13 human breast

cancer cell line, MCF7 human breast cancer cell line and

normal REF cell line, Experimental Therapy Department,

ICCMGR, Mustansiriyah University, Baghdad, Iraq. The

cell lines were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium (US

Biological, USA) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal

bovine serum (FBS) (Capricorn-Scientific, Germany) and

1% (v/v) penicillin–streptomycin (Capricorn-Scientific,

Germany) under a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 at

37 �C. Exponentially growing cells were used for

experiments [9].

MTT cytotoxicity assay

Human breast cancer AMJ13, MCF7, and normal REF cell

lines were used. Cells were seeded at a density of 1 9 104

cells in a 96-well microplate and incubated at 37 �C for

72 h until monolayer confluence was achieved. Cytotoxi-

city was investigated through 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-

2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay. The cells

were exposed to a range of multiplicity of infections (MOI)

of NDV (0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, 3.2, 6.4, and 12.8). After

72 h of infection, MTT dye solution (2 mg/ml) was added

to each well. The incubation was continued for three hours.

A total of 100 ll of DMSO was added to each well and

incubated for 15 min. The optical density was measured at

492 nm using a microplate reader. Cytotoxicity % was

calculated using the following equation:

Cytotoxicity % ¼ ODControl�ODsample

� �
=ODControl � 100;

were ODcontrol is the mean optical density of untreated

wells, and ODSample is the optical density of treated wells

[12].

Morphological changes

To visualize cell morphology under inverted microscopy,

200 ll of the AMJ13, MCF7, and REF cell suspensions

were seeded in 96-well microtitration plates at the density

of 1 9 104 cells/ml. The cells were exposed to NDV MOI

(2) and compared with the control (untreated cells). The

medium was removed, and NDV was added. Then, the

plates were stained with 50 ll of crystal violet and incu-

bated at 37 �C for 15 min. The stain was removed through

gentle washing with tap water. The cells were observed by

using an inverted microscope (Leica Microsystems, Ger-

many) under 9 200 magnification and photographed by

using a digital camera at four haphazardly selected cultured

fields. The images were analyzed using the ImageJ soft-

ware (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). Percentage (%) of cells

stained by crystal violet were calculated, and statistical

analysis was performed [3].

Apoptosis assessment (propidium iodide/acridine

orange staining)

The propidium iodide/acridine orange (PI/AO) dual stain-

ing method was used to quantify the apoptotic death rates

of the MCF7 and AMJ13 cell lines. The cells were seeded

in a 96-well plate at the density of 7000 cells/well on the

night prior to treatment. The cells were treated with NDV

MOI (2) at 37 �C in an incubator at 72 h prior to PI/AO

staining. Then, 1 ml of the cell suspension was used for

conventional PI/AO staining, and 100 ll of the cell
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suspension was transferred to a 96-well plate for modified

PI/AO staining. AO was used (10 ll AO ? 1 ml PBS), and

PI (10 ll PI ? 1 ml PBS) was then added at a 1:1 ratio. A

total of 50 ll of the AO/PI stain mixture was added to all of

the wells of the 96-well plate. The plates were incubated

for 30 s at room temperature. Then, the dye was discarded.

PBS (100 ll) was added to all of the wells of the 96-well

plate for washing and then discarded. Photographs were

taken directly by using a fluorescence microscope (Leica

Microsystems, Germany). Fluorescence intensity was

measured using Image J version 1.47 software to count

apoptotic cells [1].

Glycolysis pathway and products measurement

Treated and untreated cell samples were prepared. Gly-

colysis pathway efficiency was examined through mea-

suring hexokinase (HK) activity using the colorimetric

method. It was performed by using an HK activity assay kit

(ElabScience, USA). Glycolysis products, pyruvate, and

ATP were measured. Pyruvate measured using a pyruvate

colorimetric method. It was conducted by using a pyruvate

assay kit (ElabScience, USA). ATP was measured through

a colorimetric method by using an ATP assay kit (ElabS-

cience, USA).

pH measurements

The cell lines were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium sup-

plemented with 10% (v/v) FBS and 1% (v/v) penicillin–

streptomycin and incubated in a humidified atmosphere of

5% CO2 at 37 �C overnight prior to treatment. Exponen-

tially growing cells were used for experiments. Cancer

cells were seeded at a density of 1 9 104 cells in a 96-well

microplate and incubated at 37 �C for 72 h until monolayer

confluence was achieved as observed under inverted

microscopy. Cells were exposed to NDV (MOI 2) and then

incubated at 37 �C for 72 h. The cell suspension was col-

lected by thawing. The pH values of AMJ13, MCF7, and

REF cell lines were measured by litmus papers and pH

meter and compared with those of the control.

Statistical analysis

All results were presented as SD and mean ± SEM. A two-

tailed t test was performed, and statistical analysis was

conducted with Excel version 10, GraphPad Prism version

7 (USA), and Isobologram version 1. CompuSyn software

was used to compare the difference between groups under

different conditions. The level of significance was set at

p\ 0.05.

Results

NDV induces significant killing rate in cancer cells

Cytotoxicity percentage was measured at different NDV

treatment MOI (0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, 3.2, 6.4, and 12.8

MOI) through the MTT cytotoxicity assay. Figure 1

showed that NDV induces significant cytotoxicity %

in both cancer cell lines AMJ13 and MCF-7, while

there was no significant killing in the normal embryonic

cells.

NDV induces morphological changes and apoptosis

in the infected cancer cells

The morphological changes in the infected cancer cells

within 72 h of treatment were attributed to the NDV

induced cytopathic effect. Cell detachment and rounding

were observed in the NDV infected cells only (Fig. 2).

Quantitative image analysis showed that NDV infected

cells have lower cell density, as shown in Fig. 2. AO/PI

Fig. 1 NDV induced significant cytotoxicity in breast cancer cells but not in normal cells. a NDV cytotoxicity (CT %) in REF normal cells;

b NDV CT % in AMJ13 cell line; c NDV CT % in MCF-7 cell-line
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staining and imaging under fluorescence inverted micro-

scope, showed untreated control cells appeared green,

which indicate viable cells, whereas the NDV-treated cells

appeared yellow or orange as apoptotic cells, (Fig. 3). In

contrast to breast cancer cell lines, normal REF cell lines

showed minimal morphological changes and apoptosis

after NDV treatment. Quantitative image analysis of the

fluorescence intensity revealed significant apoptosis

induction by NDV treatment in cancer cells but not in

normal cells (Fig. 3).

NDV interfere with glycolysis pathway and reduce

glycolysis products

NDV treated cancer cells showed a reduction in HK

activity. An insignificant reduction was found in the NDV

infected normal REF cell line (Fig. 4). The pyruvate and

ATP levels were decreased in cancer treated cells signifi-

cantly when compared to the control untreated cancer cells.

Normal embryonic REF cells pyruvate and ATP levels did

not decrease significantly when infected with NDV (Figs. 5

Fig. 2 Morphological changes

in REF, AMJ13, and MCF7 cell

lines treated with NDV for 72 h

and stained with crystal violet,

photographed under 940

magnification (a–f).
Morphological changes in REF,

AMJ13, and MCF7 cell lines

after treatment with NDV:

untreated cells (control), treated

cells with NDV. The

quantitative image analysis

revealed a significant decrease

in treated cell density, which

reflects the destructive effect

induced by NDV infection, in

which there was no decrease in

the infected normal cells REF
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and 6). The pH values of the AMJ13 and MCF7 cell lines

increased after 72 h of treatment with NDV (MOI 2)

because the reduction in lactate concentration attenuated

the acidity. A significant difference was observed between

NDV and control (Fig. 7). The pH value of the REF cell

line non-significantly increased after treatment with NDV.

Discussion

The in vitro results of this study showed that increasing the

MOI of NDV intensified the cytotoxicity and enhanced

cytopathic and killing effect against breast cancer cell

lines. Our findings are similar to several previously pub-

lished works confirming that NDV oncolytic to the human

breast cancer cells [10, 14, 25]. Exposing normal embry-

onic REF cells to NDV had no significant cytopathic and

killing effect in our experiment, which proves safety that

reported by others [4, 30]. The efficient replication and

killing inside cancer cells and crippled replication with no

killing effect in normal cells explained as selectivity.

The AO/PI apoptosis assay findings of the present work

also confirmed that NDV induces apoptosis in cancer cell

lines but not in normal cells. NDV triggers both apoptosis

pathways in cancer cells [21], in recent work about

AMHA1 NDV strain, it is found to induce apoptosis in

caspase-dependent and independent pathways [29]. The

HK activity in the NDV infection AMJ13 and MCF-7

breast cancer cell lines decreased relative to that in the

uninfected control cells, while no changes in infected and

non-infected REF cell lines, which again confirm the NDV

oncolytics selectivity.

In the present study, we discovered that hexokinase

activity reduced significantly after NDV infection. In a

previous study by our group, we discovered another gly-

colytic enzyme is downregulated, which is glyceraldehy-

de3-phosphate (GAPDH) after cancer cell infection by

NDV [10]. Deng et al. [20] conducted a proteomic analysis

of chicken peripheral blood mononuclear cells after NDV

infection; they found expression reduction of phospho-

glycerate kinase (PGK), which suggests that NDV may

decrease glycolytic pathway activity in the host. These

findings together confirm that NDV negatively interferes

with the glycolysis pathway.

To further confirm this negative regulation, we tested

the glycolytic pathway products level in infected and non-

infected cancer cells. The findings showed that NDV could

cause ATP depletion, while insignificant relation was

observed between NDV infection and normal REF cell

lines. When glycolysis is inhibited, lactate production is

completely terminated, and intracellular ATP concentration

abruptly decreases [23]. Reduced pyruvate concentration

was recorded as well, a significant difference between the

effect of NDV and the control in breast cancer cell lines,

and an insignificant difference in the REF cell line after

treatment with NDV for 72 h was also observed. Pyruvate

concentration depends on HK action in the glycolysis

pathway [24]. Therefore, the ATP concentration of AMJ13

and MCF7 cell lines became deficient after NDV treatment

relative to that of the control.

We found that the pH of breast cancer cell lines was

higher than that of the control, and normal REF cell lines

showed limited effects after 72 h of treatment with NDV.

The reduction in acidity may be attributed to the decreased

lactate concentration caused by the depleted pyruvate

concentration [27]. Lactate deficiency reduces the acidity

of the cell environment. This phenomenon is favorable for

preventing the proliferation of cancer cells because tumors

or cancer cells grow in acidic environments [19]. This

phenomenon is consistent with the results of our study.

Fig. 3 All cells were stained with AO/PI and viewed under

fluorescence microscopy at 940 magnification to determine the

NDV induction of apoptosis. Yellow-orange cells are representing

apoptosis, and green cells are viable cells. Quantitative image analysis

for fluorescence intensity revealed significant apoptosis induction in

the NDV infected cells while there was no induction in normal REF

cells
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This provided evidence confirm the decreased glycolysis in

the NDV infected cancer cells compared with that in nor-

mal cells. Therefore, inhibition of the glycolysis process

leads to a decrease in the growth and proliferation of

affected cells as described by others [15].

In Conclusion, NDV exerted cytotoxicity, morphologi-

cal changes, and apoptosis in cancer but not normal cells,

which proves a selective oncolytic effect. NDV reduced

glycolytic pathway activity by reducing HK activity,

pyruvate, ATP, and tumor micro-environmental acidity in

Fig. 4 The effect of NDV on glycolysis inhibition. The activity of HK (U/ml) in REF, AMJ13, and MCF7 cell lines after NDV treatment with

MOI 2 was compared with that of the control. a REF, b AMJ13, and c MCF7, at values represent the (mean ± SD) at *P\ 0.05, **P\ 0.01

Fig. 5 Effect of NDV on pyruvate. REF, AMJ13 and MCF7 cell lines under NDV treatment (MOI 2) in comparison with that under the control

at *P\ 0.05, **P\ 0.01 and ***P\ 0.001. a REF, b AMJ13, and c MCF7. Pyruvate lmol/ml
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cancer but not normal cells, which again confirm the

selective oncolytic effect that can be considered as one of

therapeutic strategies for breast cancer and other types of

cancer cells in the near future.
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